
BEES AND
POLLINATION

For honey bees, the queen bee is 
in charge and produces eggs to 
keep the hive going – up to 2,500 a 
day in fact.  

Bees fly at 25km per hour and flap 
their wings 200 times in just one 
second.   
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The only insect that makes food 
people can eat is the bee.

Bees have two stomachs – for food 
and for nectar. 

In its whole lifetime, a honey bee will 
only make 1/12 teaspoon of honey.
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Bees play an important role in pollination by taking pollen from one flowering plant 
to another so that these plants can make seeds. There are around 20,000 species 
of bee in the world, with about 250 in the UK. 
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TEACHER NOTES

•
•
•
•
•

•
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Aims 

To learn about the importance of bees. 

Objectives

To learn about the role of bees in the manufacture of food and other items 
To consider ways of encouraging and conserving the local bee population 

Timing indicator  

Core activity: 40 mins 
Extension activity: 30 mins 
Resources

Coloured pens 
Paper 
Paints 
Graphics software 
Wildflower seeds

Introduction

In groups, ask the children to write down as many facts about bees that they can think of including 
habitat, appearance and importance.
Ask the groups to feed back and correct any misunderstanding. Remind the children that bees only 
sting when threatened so it’s best to leave them alone. Bees pollinate flowers,  fruits and vegetables 
but are not just important in food manufacture. They also help pollinate cotton plants which provide 
cotton for clothes and wildflowers which provide food for birds and other animals in the food chain. 
Bee populations are in decline because of overuse of pesticides, building on rural land and even 
paving over of drives and gardens, as this destroys their natural habitat.

Development

Come up with some ideas that could support and conserve local bee populations. 
Ask the children to pick one idea and to create a poster featuring that idea e.g. “Gardeners – leave 
some room for bees!”. 
Paint, draw or use computer software to create the posters. Remind the children of elements like a 
snappy message, clear writing and a call to action.

Plenary

Share the posters and laminate for use in and around the school grounds.
Ask some children to write an article about bee conservation for the school newsletter or website. 

•

•

•
•
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Extension activity: Get planting

Plan to plant some wildflower seeds in school on neglected bits of land (perhaps behind sheds) or to 
create a small nature area where grass and wildflowers are not cut down.
Contact the council to see if they can help with bee preservation by providing advice or seeds. 

•

•

At home activity:  Attracting bees

On the walk to school, note down and map areas where wildflowers will grow, where the council have 
planted flowers and plants to attract bees and where there are uncultivated areas where wildlife can thrive.



Curriculum links

England Pupils should be taught to:  

English – Upper KS2

Plan their writing by: 

-  Identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate 
form and using other similar writing as models for their own. 

-  Noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where necessary. 

Geography – Geographical skills and fieldwork 

Use fieldwork to observe, measure, record and present the human and physical 
features in the local area using a range of methods, including sketch maps, plans and 
graphs, and digital technologies.

Science – Plants Y3 
Identify and describe the functions of different parts of flowering plants: roots, stem/
trunk, leaves and flowers.
The requirements of plants for life and growth (air, light, water, nutrients from soil, and 
room to grow) and how they vary from plant to plant. 
Explore the part that flowers play in the life cycle of flowering plants, including 
pollination, seed formation and seed dispersal.

Plants – Y4 

Recognise that environments can change and that this can sometimes pose dangers 
to living things. 

Plants – Y6 

Describe how living things are classified into broad groups according to common 
observable characteristics and based on similarities and differences, including 
microorganisms, plants and animals.
Give reasons for classifying plants and animals based on specific characteristics. 

Animals – Y3 
Identify that animals, including humans, need the right types and amount of nutrition, 
and that they cannot make their own food; they get nutrition from what they eat. 

Animals – Y4 
Construct and interpret a variety of food chains, identifying producers, predators and prey. 

Evolution and inheritance – Y6 
Identify how animals and plants are adapted to suit their environment in different ways 
and that adaptation may lead to evolution.

Computing – KS2 
Use search technologies effectively, appreciate how results are selected and ranked, 
and be discerning in evaluating digital content. 
Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) on a range 
of digital devices to design and create a range of programs, systems and content that 
accomplish given goals, including collecting, analysing, evaluating and presenting 
data and information. 

Scotland Sciences

I can use my knowledge of the interactions and energy flow between plants and 
animals in ecosystems, food chains and webs. I have contributed to the design or 
conservation of a wildlife area. SCN 2-02a.
By investigating the lifecycles of plants and animals, I can recognise the different 
stages of their development. SCN 2-14a 

Literacy and English 
I can convey information, describe events, explain processes or combine ideas in 
different ways. LIT 2-28a 
I can persuade, argue, explore issues or express an opinion using relevant supporting 
detail and/or evidence. LIT 2-29a 
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